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Still in
cage
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Sappho, Shelley, 
Dickinson
    encaged
  
Nin, Rand, Angelou, 
   Morrison, Rice
 
    still in cage
 
Curie, Von Suttner, Lagernof, 
Gordimer, Suu Kyi, Symborska - 
 
radiation missionary
   writing
        fighting
visionary force & poetic legendary
 
Alice Paul’s
     National Women’s Party
  terrified night of terror &
even Margaret Sanger will not last forever 
burning the bra - 
 
   14th amendment, 15th
1868
‘78 
country-dependent -
 
  Roe v Wade
  King v Bourne 
   United States v. Virginia
1996, 
   97, 98
two thousand
 1, 2 & 3 - 
 
Lessing
   Blackburn
Greider
Yonath, Munro
Moser & 
      Alexievich & 
the pot-scrubbing, mortgage paying mob of us 

   burning bra suffragette
take back the night recalcitrant 
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the March for Women’s Lives
Driving Defiantly in Saudi Arabia
  Slut Walk
Slut Talk
 March on Washington



Don’t  tell me
what to think
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i
Don’t
   tell me what to think - 

give me the 
  facts

   that age
as they burrow 
head-first
down the canal or,

 were right
at that time 
 back then
   long ago
      once upon a time
because 

  my father
  your mother
  a teacher
  his friend,
said so.

ii
Factless Aryan-race 
facts 
almighty-Jew-banker 
myths 
 she-wolves
    hen-peckers,

husbandry 
& the
out-and-out 
confrontational confidence of ignorant,
   gendered,
mansplaining,
gender-bending 

Chechens
    DEAD,
‘disinformation’,
 a spokesperson says,
you can’t repress 
those 
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    who do not

exist.

iii
Pre-factual

It’s just
  an idea - 

Just,

   Galileo,
for example,
 thinking about
   stones
in a 
vacuum 

falling,
      Einstein,
a little think
 about
 light;
time,
when you’re on 
a train & 
    lightning 
strikes & 
your mate
isn’t - 

 a space & 
simultaneity 
or lack-of 
riff 
  while -  

    just-an-idea
    just-an-idea 
    preens &
scratches the ground, 
clucking - 

measure it,
measure it - 
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where is the evidence?

iv
Yes, where is it,
where
 is the evidence
people?

v
Allongé - 

 the shadow clocks
extend their 
 grey legs  
from Babylonian astronomy 
   into an 
  ever-expanding future 
where galaxies sail 
apart  
   
into forever - 

   to think that
someone 
thought them up -  

sundials, BC  
  overbearing 
parenting
accelerated learning
click-based 
gluttony - 

   inaccurate?

perhaps a little, over
time - 

vi
absence, 
casts its shadow

   across clay libraries,
baked in the hot sun of 
Sumeria, 
   when it was still 
the earliest civilisation
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 & not a
New York Times 
reference 
 to - 

   Mosul 
jihad
coalition-backed forces 

June 1,
163 civilians 
near a Pepsi factor,
164,
65,
231 even, 
   killed,
27 in Shifa, 

vii
    facts
 pressed through 
the sieve,
 
fake news from
   the dead & dying 
make an incursion 
into Google autocomplete, 
where
     obscure, factless news sites
  dominate the search 
for 
fake news.

viii
Half-facts
hard-facts
  double-blind experiments
controlled conditions 
   
    occupy territory
    scientific methodology
impartiality

   right answer 
wrong question
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ix
the 
half-undressed
amuse bouche 

back-arched,
pole-squeezing 
   data point

    take it off
    take it off - 

THEY CHANT

make it mean  
   something - 

[pleading] 

sure, 

but let me,

   shun or 
collect those
I can only find
   sifting through 
rubble.



Winston
smith1
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now I cannot
    say
    go 
 do 
     without a
hip-jointed 
      “come with me”
      “ here with me”
      “ hear me”
  Orwellian lover
 
         even for an oyster
    or 3 - no 

   Room 1012  chattering:
“2 + 2 = 53 “

       [relentless]
“2 + 2 = 5”
five,
  FIVE! 

it was fiction then - 
     Airstrip 1, alliterated 
Airforce 1,  
 ASIO

doesn’t matter,
   Ingsoc, etc. [they’re all vowels] - 

newspeak 
   not just newspeak anymore
    but a
rallying cry
  for the party

It cannot be unwritten 
It cannot be unwritten 

    & no TV
to climb under -

__________
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty-Four
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministries_of_Nineteen_Eighty-Four
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2_%2B_2_%3D_5



I wish I
knew himi
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i
 I wish I knew
  him,

   not because 
    he wore 
  Republicanism
like a
scarf - 

  or  
for his inveterate
syntax
which 

 [it came to pass] 
 
       echoes the 
tempo 
 late at 
 most 
parties,

no - 

  I wish I knew 
him because 

   he waited
behind:

1. 
    the stockbrokers
    politicians
    would-be generals

    & hysterical
      chorus of
    “CAN IT BE MONETISED”?

    2.
resolute journalists                                                     
saying 
fuck

“FUCK”
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& 
 even 

“fr
c
k”

  [deeper into the malt]

         without losing face
       because their

    ode
   flowered 
from 
indignation
   & so 
punched above
 its weight - 

3.
the workhouse boys - 
  
 painting,
 writing even, 

   bowl
     in hand

just because 
he had to do it,

he had to 
have. 

Poems.

ii
i carry him with me,
i carry him with me in my heart 
you my fate my sweetii

iii
   Edward
  
anchored inside
   the deluge
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   of establishment
  fury 
    shunting 

        emerging works
      completed works
     awarded works

        & those
    he hadn’t 
      thought of

     into 
 the 
flask 
  rattling on the flame -  

condensing 

“SHAME”

  they yelled,

   jowls 
 trembling 
 
   godly 
     indignation,
the congregation 
cried:

hallelujah,

not - 

S
H
A
M
E

or god forbid,

s
h
m
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   with its inscrutable  
meaning

     but the whole word
       the real word

properly writ 

iv
    every epoch
      needs translation - 

   today,
23 June
must be plucked 
  from the sky

  & 
   untangled,

globalisation
socialisation 
disrupting disruption  

   hot
     earth

faded tale
new-fangled 
     names

v
I wish I knew the man who wrote - 

     “kisses are a better fate
      than wisdom”

   because he knew,
he knew

    & I would have 
liked
 to have dinner 
   with him

   often
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& ask if he preferred - 

1. strong silent greens, or 
2. absolute lights

as
   we drained wine
     & he lulled me in 
       his parenthetical arms -   

      “never for money honey,
          always for love
   hold your head above the 
      waters
  of 
    bellicose 
       rightists”

    &,
  I would urgently
write my lover,

“we are for each other: then
laugh, leaning back in my arms
for life’s not a paragraph
 and death i think is no parenthesis” iii

and he would respond: 

“may i feel said he
(i’ll squeal said she
just once said he)
it’s fun said she” iv

__________
i Edward Estlin Cummings, e. e. cummings
ii i carry your heart with me(i carry it in

my heart)i am never without it(anywhere

i go you go, my dear; and whatever is done

by only me is your doing,my darling)

                                           i fear

no fate(for you are my fate,my sweet)i want

no world(for beautiful you are my world,my true)

and it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant

and whatever a sun will always sing is you
iii e. e. cummings, ‘between the lines’
iv e. e. cummings, ‘since feeling is first’



Parallelograms
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 we will travel in parallel 
I said,
not to anyone 
[or the dent in the foam] – 
& make the rules  

since we created
  the thing
why not? 
a proof of sorts
an axiom -  

2 
non-intersecting 
 lines -  
-you
-me

   parallels
parallelograms?

doesn’t matter –
doesn’t matter 

for this has its own form,
  more real than a sketch I hurl out
to capture
  the timeless  
& unchanging 
  idea of it,
the unqualified perfection of an idea 
  whereas here,
right here,
right here
    in the here & now - things are a 
   slipped-up-slapped-up reconditioning of scrap
from 
   lost & found,

mind you, saying parallel 
  or giving it shape 
does not release me from the reality of earth’s greedy, 
gravity 
wrap
  ping, winding, whip
   ping medusa tongues 
pulling me face first
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into 
   impenetrable dark energy
   immeasurable dark matter - 

doesn’t matter -

gravity – 
- it’s not so bad
reality, but it’s not 
geometry.



Black Lace 
1
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I loved 
even more 
the shadows 
the cream-coated 
woven
wire & tree graffiti 
kangaroo bone feathered
wooded 
polymer-sea-grassed 
& rooted 
resin 
filament hoisted creatures
cascading 
cast
like Spanish lace
on the gallery wall – 

black on black
through the shredded chiaroscuro lace mantilla
the 32-sculpted spirits
birds
fish
crustaceans
even shells 
pushed forward to Plymouth 
on the invincible Armada -

ahead: the battle of gravelines
songlines
dreamtimes
anchored in Calais – 

The light falling against 
Lakora2 

Beeyak3

Murrup4

__________
1‘ Sea Country Spirits’ by Jenny Crompton
2 sky
3 land
4 sea



Breaking
bread
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We broke
challah Saturday 
  before lunch – 
his yarmulke 
speared 
into the dense pelt, 
  he forgot 
 but not 
history - Barukh ata Adonai Eloheinu, melekh ha`olam.
   the transliterated chiaroscuro 
blackened felt 
on grey - 

   only the day 
was out of place [but 
   only by 1 day]
ritual 
  ever-pliant to
constraint - 



I choose
black
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I choose black
    he rubbed 
   his palms
together 
not  
  like a croupier 
   [the house always wins]
but as players do,
   a talisman - 
this throw
    a winner - 

have you chosen yours?
  is it white?
    
     the outsized head
  bobbed & 
rotated,

   yeah, yeah - 

I winced,

& saw into the night -  

  a Goddess
   emerging bras au repos 
       on her shell,
  a glistening black 
oil slick,
no handmaid 
   waiting to dress her -  

    I could not focus on
the white-other
  because of a 
singular reference -

  this table 
a year earlier, Venus 
a stone’s throw 
from where I sat  
appearing 
    before she evaporated
into the afternoon
   to eat silently in the 
deafening noise - 



Casino
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he took my hand

    & told me 
about

  the women of 
Monte Carlo:

1. 
       stone faced 
beauties,

     [once were,
wannabe
could be]

    irrelevant, 

    for the
irreverently 

     bejewelled 

2. 
    shrines to
 expressionlessness

   the granite 
carved, 
    18 by
   22

    Washington
Jefferson, 
etc. 

    north by,
northwest 

3. 
     Noh-masked
         
         crushed shells
 pressing 
Cyprus, 
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      reflecting 
light
     [with a tilt] 
laughter 

or - 

    60 kinds - 

gender,
age,
rank 
     etc. etc. etc. 

4. 
  inscrutable - 

   if not for his 

hand



The Play
(john)
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The play enjoyed its own silences – 

but not everyone could withstand the pressure,
  1, 2, 3 seconds
4, 
[cough] 
  7, 10 
15
un
-hurried 
very-nearly-noiseless 
seconds -  

   the seats emptied out
more 
at 2nd intermission – 

but – 

  like the light-
flickering
piano-tinkering 
vaporous
  house people -

I liked that 
everything worth knowing   
was held in the silences.



The
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the problem:

   ‘I love the [insert]’ 
or ‘hate
 [restate]’

is they
wedge 
the alliterated 
seam-splitting
multiplicity, 

into 1 &
2

consonant - 



[Rigo’letto]
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Act 1.
   with
1 
word
or -
    
“questa o quella”

    any woman &
any woman
peeled off
her
skirt,

the plot

Maddalena
Gilda

      also:

Alessandria
Emiliana
Patrizio  

etc. 

[although they did not
make the 
congested 
score]

Scene 2.
“Pari siamo!”

the sword,
the tongue 

  are equals
equals,

   :Sparafucile.

Act 3.
 neither name
nor age 
nor curse
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  evaded the Duke’s
licentious irony: 
   woman is fickle,

he laughed

while his 
  hapless
    hunched
clown
procuring:

“murder for revenge,
Sparafucile”

a dishonoured
daughter
Sparafucile”

 cradled 
  Monterone’s curse
in his arms - 

“oh sweet dying daughter
beautiful daughter of love
bella figlia dell’amore

seduced &
seduced”

he tried, 
he tried, 

 & did nothing
to deserve it

although 

lust, murder
    even,
make fewer
 enemies than 

ridicule -



Not
cut out
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I am not 
cut out for it, 
  not
 cut out for
not seeing
  being seen
not speaking
   the never 
spoken
never sought it - 

I don’t 
  want to - 
run
   a country
  city
even my family - 
I prefer the 
  abracadabra
of a dish 
from weekend surfeit, 
 finishing the linen & 
shopping in 
1 week,
   writing
a better poem - 

I am not 
cut out 
  for the lash-batting 
fracas
  of girls 
so deeply scarred
they appear unmarked 
  acrobats, 
the cold 
  steel pole 
of absence 
 their 
 stranglehold - 

Do not mistake me for the enemy,
  she says,
  this was written for not 
by me -  
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I forget 
  about reasons
and that there’s always 1 or 6 - 



Empire
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he dropped a grain -

   & from it

I built an empire 



Barbed Wire
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1. Drypoint 
  he dragged barbed wire 
through a gentle door, its
 limp tail
scratching,
  not a grand opening 
like 
In the Beginning - 
or
  ----
 [a name so exulted it could
be neither written nor spoken],
  a 
scritch-scratch
I 
here 
into the floor - 

2. Intaglio - 
  in the beginning -
  formless, empty 
darkness over deep,
  etcetera,
day 1 - 
  6, 7 
 before Exodus
was written or 
even conceived 
 they fucked, 
and -
  oh, the artistry of it,
   the 
slobbering 
sexed burin
whittling her away 
   as  
she slept - 

3. Etching
  the door, 
fatigued,
 ben-
  t 
snaring  
its splintered edge on 
everything gentle 
that came and went 
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came & 

   but, 
oh well, she sighed
wear &
 tear - 

4. Spitbite Aquatint
 tired 
so tired,
 the woman drained into the
 marriage bed 
white linen,
   diamond point 
biting back
arms 
legs 
 an inkless narrative, 
except, 
she 
bled. 



Someone knows
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  I know

what was told
to me
by someone,
   like me

  in turn
told by

etc.

  someone &
someone & 
someone - 

1-2-3-4

  da capo al coda
  da capo al fine

we reconfigure - 

  cartography
  scrutiny
incorrigible power &
    trenchant narratives

  aching for
something to mean 
  something -

  “I heard his words
& their meaning 
   was revealed to me
smoke ascending in frail stalks 
flowering speech
noble words.” i

 
Noble words.
Blue-Bloods.

but no one is really 
speaking
__________
i And it seemed to me that I heard the voice of that Egyptian high priest raised in a tone of like haughtiness and like pride. I heard his 
words and their meaning was revealed to me. His listeners held their cigarettes poised to hear, their smoke ascending in frail stalks that 
flowered with his speech...Noble words coming. Look out. Could you try your hand at it yourself?” James Joyce



The Moving Garden
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I picked a flower 
from the Moving Garden
& searched for 
   a stranger 
on my way home - 
  I found 1, 

a woman  
who, chipping a shard  
off the marbled block of routine, 
had taken a 
different way back.



Lost
& found
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I found
the lumbering leaden 
  grief -
grown & 
  grown ov-
er  
  the bottom of a bottle 
past 
the dregs  
 into a simple sunny Saturday  
I looked 
     right  
& left and saw  
  yes again  
YES 
as if I needed to be shown once more  
once more  
once more unto the breach, dear friend, once more 
that  
life is what it is



Perspectives
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1. this 

      2. is where I find
myself - 

__________

1. this
    is where I find
my

self - 

_________

1. this 
is where 

3. I find myself - 



Soured
milk
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yes
we run out of garbage bags
the milk turns sour
we forget:
   to return the call 
count to 3
 a birthday, or 2
the school play, 
again

again, through the 
brusque 
hup-hup-hup
 of routine 
romance
  reprieve
the variously raised & lowered 
pitches of desire &
indifference 
  tired 
laughing 
   yawning 
  climbs the portamento 
of disappointment - 
 
    portamento della voce 
of the disappointing
 disappointed, sure,
but malice?

Malice has its own category.



Hate
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  Hate
rhymes with 
weight

  more 
of it - 

 + 
1, 3 
8
  
she?

only the
number 
counts - 



Broken
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Some days work
but the displaced volume 
of others 
  rips a 
       right-lateral 
strike-slop planar
 fracture
  east to west - 
I trace the intersection of the fault plane
dis
  -lodged, trace the
dispossessed -
  rarely a clean fracture
a hanging wall
footwall 



Complementarity 1
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is what is,
     he shrugged

&

I
   doubled  
into 

    the black
black 

     black 

    
  :
     why?

__________
1 Complementarity is the idea that there can be different ways of describing a system, each useful and internally consistent, 
which are mutually incompatible, see https://www.edge.org/response-detail/27095



The Ghetto
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  He did not expect 
to attend a 2nd funeral
that day, 1 is a solemn-enough 
event & 
 planned, though not 
its precedent 
death - 
  for a woman 
who had no one, by a priest who, to 
comply with law, 
needed to get the numbers up -  

  & so, these 12 strangers
  made their way across the lawn, 
dragging her 
amoebic isolation, 
extending 

 perpetuating 
until 1 day [before this 
day] it 
  swallowed the pond -

the tombstone referenced: 
   father, mother
long gone
  brothers, sisters
dead
aunties uncles cousins unborn nieces nephews 
lovers friends 
 all dead

“DEAD”
shouted the chorus, con fuoco,
“DEAD”
 poco a poco Crescendo  
“dead Dead DEAD” 
   
[decrescendo]
  - her ghetto - 



Galina
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   long before 
the lead
 beat its clattering  
cracking 
  snare drum wings 

  alla breve 
she told him 
that -

   to become 
 1/2-bird, 

shadows
eat blood - 

 [roll-roll-roll
roll-roll-roll] 

 went the legend - 

& so, politics,
attentive
  to this 
Belarusian daughter 
of a Russian mother
  though 
not of
Mother Russia
    in a stairwell 

not 
210 kilometres 
   South 
  in the 
Yekaterinburg
 mountains where 
she 
  & 1 million 
100
& 30 thousand
100 &
32
 Chelyabinsk-ians 
lived -
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   some notable, 
Gareev, for example, 
or Khristenko

 but amongst the 
St Petersburg dead,
 who, 
like her
   had loved 
the elegant 
canals 
       rising 
 en pointe
along the Neva,
 Pushkin
  Dostoyevsky
 Brodsky
Klebanov - 

  Rimsky-Korsakov, of course
how could she forget 
   Putin -

  rammed her 
teeth first 
  into a
the jellying red
  rivulet
at the entry 
where she once
lived - 
  a harpy in death -

100 &
31 

__________
*a story about Galina Starovoitova, from an anecdote recounted in the book by Masha Gessen



Stop
motion
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she asked about 

stop motion
    specifically

      as if
that talk
    4, 
5
days 
before

here - 
 
  in this 
room
    had skulked into
the corner,
waiting - 

    with
a surname
that slid 
  cantabile 

   in 
un-
pronounceability 



I remember the
old stories
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1.
I remember the old 
stories:

   once upon a time - 
maidens, chalk circles,
wolves,
etc.

because they 
crawled into bed
with me

   but 
now I have a
strange
 alphabet at my 
fingertips -

2.
I bag the crumbs
he leaves me,

perhaps 
   for the birds?

3.
some stories

      I recall better
 because I was 
   less drunk, or
   more attentive
  or;
later
listened differently 

“listen carefully,” he said,
& I try - 

4.
   but his
  prose 
doesn’t bow to 
the straits of 
sound & 
structure
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a precedent
word,

returns,

    2 hours 
4 days,
    1 week
later 

BlackBird -

   I am neither waiting 
nor ready 
& must steady myself 
against its 
  wings

    an operatic 
comprimario
   layers uncertainty
into uncertainty,
  
 so that everything explained
can be explained
away.

5.
From the archive:

Here’s one!

Once upon a time,
etc.

   (an old beginning)
a man
 bent on 
shadows ahead 
missed 
a jagged outcrop 
 
  that took his legs,
crushing 
bones
like sardines, in
its teeth
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the storyteller said - 
& that was it.

What happened next? she asked, 
“he retired.”

6.
   He
gave her 
a word
to remember it 
by,

    -that particular story,
     -such men,

 familiar
but 
unknown in this context & 
   she slipped 
it into her pocket for 
 [another day]

whispering:
   “we are the hollow men
stuffed together
dried voices leaning
together 
dry grass 
broken glass
dry cellar.”

and he said:
yes.

7. 
     but,
so the story goes
 he rose,
like the Lord himself,

  dragging 
the unshod
weight,
of sardine
bones
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& Hope,
stymied

   a furious, 
indelible 
      clubfooted
spoor -  

8. 
in the 
sediment -
  across the road
where 
    dog-walkers walk
dogs 
and I take coffee &
 wait 

I have seen the print,

“ I have seen him,”
I say.

And he says:
“but it’s just a story.”

9.
Inside,
all the dirt has been 
scrubbed away 
but 
I feel a lopsided
   furrow,
beneath 
my heels - 

“he has been here too.”

10. 
enough,
enough,
enough,

    ah but that is My Walker,
the story tells me,
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   & I say 
[quietly]
 
no,

listen,
listen carefully:

 I am
   prostrate,
fingers
pressing the braille -  

     here,
   this one, yes, was seeded from the tales of Ivan Tsarevitch1

this one, Cyrillic
& here is 
Lama Lama elder Barry Port2 -

  all the stories are circling me
& I don’t know why 

__________
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsarevitch_Ivan,_the_Firebird_and_the_Gray_Wolf
2 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-03/aboriginal-police-tracker-making-tracks/5568138



I never ask
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1.
    I reiterate
not 
 like an echo
    or twice
even - 

[LOUD] 

 but 15x
what I said 
when I asked

2. 
   not,

   for validation 
but 
   as 
curiosity:

   your experience- 

there were precursors
   & precursors 
& precursors 

& every suggestion 
 had long ago
been
tried,

   long ago
long before 
the asking,

which is why - 



They fell out
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I used to think
‘they fell out’
meant
they 
   fell 
      out - 

  blooded
Senatorial rebuke, 
 Brutus-style - 

  [who dare say the Sun is false?
Virgil asked later] - 

  or that
Iscariot acolyte
  who gave up the
Lord for 
30 
 coins

can you imagine, 
   3o?

 the going rate
for 
   crucifixion,
 resurrection 

even 
   human salvation,
if you like a
 best possible worlds 
interpretation

  Die beste aller möglichen Welten, 
   I mean
doesn’t someone have to carry the load,
even when the reward 
  is 
     hate? 

So many questions - 

  but
I learned
 [retrospective-like]
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to look between spaces
where it meant - 

  1. they were fucking, or
  2. in bed 

&
   that 
   the more 
     hotly contended 
  
 the 
closer  



Typical
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typical  

     he said,

&
yes, 
yes
 [nodding] 

I asked:

“is it Anna1

I am like or 
1.  Emma
2.  Olivia
3.  Sophia
4.  Ava
5.  Isabella
6.  Mia
7.  Abigail
8.  Emily
9.  Charlotte
10. Harper
11. Madison
12. Amelia
13. Elizabeth
14. Sofia
15. Evelyn
16. Avery
17. Chloe
18. Ella
19. Grace
20. Victoria
21. Aubrey
22. Scarlett
23. Zoey
24. Addison
25. Lily
26. Lillian
27. Natalie
28. Hannah
29. Aria
30. Layla
31. Brooklyn
32. Alexa
33. Zoe
34. Penelope
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35. Riley
36. Leah
37. Audrey
38. Savannah
39. Allison
40. Samantha

or
the big-titted blonde,

what was her name again?”

__________
1 https://www.babble.com/baby-names/baby-girl-names



Correcting
for leeway
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to say,
I am lost 

implies that
  at some point 
I knew the territory - 

 could 
confidently compare
  
 this 
to 
   that -

an orienteerer - 

    Discoverer of America,
Columbus
   Magellan 
 perhaps,

even Amerigo Vespucci - 
 
  Bancroft, 
   if you search
‘woman’ - 
made it over
the poles 
   or - 

    Gertrude Bell -
  who charted
the Tigris 
 & Euphrates 
that went out of Eden
   to water the gardens,
and parted, 
Syria - 

Osa Johnson
    Tereshkova
Aimée Crocker
Ida-
   Pfeiffer
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   geographer
cartographer
   photographer
botanist, 
   author & 
circumnavigating 
sailor - 

but having 
 only 1
 position
to evaluate,

 [The Dead Reckoning]

    I am correcting for leeway - 

  1/32 of a circle
2 points 
  to starboard
northwest by
   south
east

in 128 
differentiated 
 directions - 

I ride the wave - 



Dionne Lew
dionnelew.online


